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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present an access control verification approach for
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) mechanisms. Given a specifica-
tion that models security boundaries (e.g., obtained from a threat
model, best practices etc.), we verify that a change to an RBAC
state adheres to the specification (i.e., remains within the security
boundaries). We demonstrate the practical utility of our approach
by instantiating it for Microsoft’s Azure AD. We have realized our
technique in a tool called Ambit which leverages SMT (Satisfia-
bility Modulo Theory) solvers to efficiently encode and solve the
resulting verification problem. We demonstrate the scalability and
applicability of our approach with a set of generated benchmarks
that attempt to simulate real-world RBAC configurations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Domain-specific security and pri-
vacy architectures; • Theory of computation→ Program rea-
soning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Access management for cloud resources is a critical function for any
organization that is using the cloud. Organizations are dynamic
hierarchical entities comprising of different users, roles, and re-
sources. Thus, managing how the vast volumes of sensitive data
are safely accessed is a well-established cloud security challenge.

To effectively manage access control at scale, system designers
have resorted to software defined permissions as opposed to using
static access matrix entries etc. Defining access control as code
allow users to define expressive rules using various domain specific
languages that define constraints on the interaction between users,
actions and resources.
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A common access management scheme is Role-Based Access
Control (RBAC). Here an access control management system stores
action permission constraints (roles) between users and resources.
Thus constraints determine what actions users can perform on
what resources.

While access control management aids in improving an orga-
nization’s security, the mere existence of access controls does not
automatically ensure all security rules are enforced. Rules embod-
ied in roles existing are typically time bound, however they do
not model invariant security specifications e.g, best practices, or
threat models, that transcend roles and encode fundamental secu-
rity boundaries of an organization. The dynamic nature of RBAC
e.g., adding/removing roles, attaching to groups, as well as the
intrinsic hierarchical nature of organizations and their resources,
makes it difficult to guarantee that these invariant specifications
will be adhered to. This has been highlighted by several notable
security breaches. For instance, a recent investigation by Cyber-
Ark [2] found that millions of Azure blobs were exposing sensitive
data including personal identifiable information, personal health
records, financial data, invoices, contracts among others. The study
highlights that misconfigurations by organizations are a real threat
and raises the question:

“Can we provide tooling to customers to help them avoid RBAC
misconfigurations?”

Example 1.1 (Motivation). Consider a simple interviewing sce-
nario presented in Figure 1. We depict two groups: a candidate in
Figure 1a and an employee in Figure 1b. A candidate is assigned
roles that allow for reading (full line) questions and writing (dotted
line) the answers to the questions. And an employee has roles that
allows for reading and writing questions and reading answers. Sup-
pose we create a group for internal candidates. Since an internal
candidate is an both employee and a candidate, the internal can-
didate inherits both employee and candidate roles. However, as a
general organization security measure, we never (regardless of the
user) want to allow someone to be able to write both questions and
answers as depicted in the threat model in Figure 1c. However, the
internal candidate group breaks this threat model. Thus, when we
add a role assignment for the employee or candidate groups we
implicitly violate the threat model via the internal candidate group
and put the RBAC system in an unsafe state.

While Example 1.1 depicts a simple scenario, even in this case
it is not unreasonable to expect a threat model violation to occur
due to the implicit inheritance of roles. This is further exacerbated
for larger organizations. Due to complex organization structures
e.g., user group hierarchies and dynamically changing structures
and permissions, manual inspection and detection is difficult and
often infeasible. Thus, there is considerable utility in automating
the validation process with formal guarantees.
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(c) General Threat Model Specification

Figure 1: Violating RBAC State

In this paper, we propose a technique that uses automated rea-
soning to verify the state of a RBAC system given an event (e.g.,
adding a role assignment) and a specification. A slightly simplified
conceptual view of our approach can be summarised as a constraint
graph as shown in Figure 2. Here the y-axis denotes the set of
all principals and the x-axis the set of all scopes (resources). For
simplicity, we assume a single action (to avoid a third dimension).
Graphically, a specification defines invariant regions that allow
(blue-diagonal-lines) or do not allow (red-dotted) an action for the
set of principals and scopes. Similarly, the state of a RBAC system
can be mapped. Let the state be denoted by a green-checkered shape.
For a state to be safe, it must be disjoint from any disallowed region
and within an allowed region. In Figure 2a, we depict a scenario
when the state is safe i.e., does not cross any security boundaries.
In contrast, Figure 2b depicts a scenario when another assignment
is added to the scenario in Figure 2a and results in an unsafe state
i.e., a security violation.

Our technique works as follows: when the state of an RBAC
is due to be changed, we perform a what-if analysis to warn the
user if the change can put the access control configuration in a bad
state. To perform this analysis at scale, we first prune the search
space by determining the impact a given event has and generate
a static snapshot that comprises of a reduced RBAC state. This
static snapshot is then encoded into a logical formula. We leverage
automated theorem provers such as Microsoft’s Z3 [7] to efficiently
verify adherence to security specifications.

We have implemented our technique in a tool called Ambit that
is specialized for Microsoft Azure AD. Ambit aims to aid customers
in avoiding misconfigurations by allowing organizations to define
specifications which encode best practices, threat models etc. and
warning them of events that will not adhere to the specification.
As a result, customers are aware of breaking changes as soon as
possible and can avoid putting the RBAC state to an unsafe state.

We have evaluated Ambit on 1000 automatically generated
benchmark scenarios where it exhibits a geometric mean runtime
of 1.29 seconds to perform a verification.

We summarize our contributions as follows:

(1) A verification method for RBAC systems that allows users to
specify security boundaries and verify RBAC state changes
do not cross these boundaries

(2) An implementation of our technique in the tool Ambit
(3) A preliminary evaluation to show the scalability of Ambit

on a set of 1000 generated synthetic benchmarks

We structure the remainder of the paper as follows: In Section 2
we provide a background of Azure AD RBAC. In Section 3 we give
a technical description of our approach. In Section 4 we provide a
preliminary evaluation of our technique. In Section 5 we contrast
our work with related works in the literature and we present some
future work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.
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<latexit sha1_base64="hecyOMV/4TIYd/SEcGb/FnObrJc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Rj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJmdmaZmRVCyD948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHdFqeDG+v63t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg4bRmWaYZ0poXQrogYFl1i33ApspRppEglsRsPbqd98Qm24kg92lGKY0L7kMWfUOqlhmErRdEtlv+LPQJZJkJMy5Kh1S1+dnmJZgtIyQY1pB35qwzHVljOBk2InM5hSNqR9bDsqaYImHM+unZBTp/RIrLQraclM/T0xpokxoyRynQm1A7PoTcX/vHZm4+twzGWaWZRsvijOBLGKTF8nPa6RWTFyhDLN3a2EDaimzLqAii6EYPHlZdI4rwSXleD+oly9yeMowDGcwBkEcAVVuIMa1IHBIzzDK7x5ynvx3r2PeeuKl88cwR94nz/PJo9J</latexit>scopes

(b) Unsafe state

Figure 2: Security Boundaries and RBAC State: the y-axis denotes the set of all principals and the x-axis the set of all scopes.
The specification allow region is define in the blue-diagonal-lines area and disallow regions in red-dotted area, the RBAC state
is denoted by the green-checkered area.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe RBAC with an emphasis on Azure AD,
Microsoft Azure’s RBAC service. We note that this formalization
largely corresponds to standard definitions of RBAC, aside from
some nomenclature specific to Azure.

A note on the notation of this paper. With a slight abuse of
notation, we denote a set of elements of type 𝑥 as {𝑥}. This is just
a syntactic marker that {𝑥} is a set of elements of type 𝑥 where 𝑥
has been defined previously. Where there is ambiguity on if we are
discussing a set with a singleton element or a name of a set, we
clarify this. We also denote access of sub elements with a . operator,
so that if 𝑥 has a subelement 𝑦 we can access 𝑦 from 𝑥 using 𝑥 .𝑦.

Azure AD’s RBAC governs how users interact with resources
by assigning roles to users that assert what permissions a user has
on a resource. Thus RBAC maps a security principal which repre-
sents users, groups of users, applications etc. to Azure resources
(scope), for a set of role definitions that contains actions that can be
performed on the resources by the principal.

A principal 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 is a string identifier. Principals adhere to
an organizational hierarchy and thus are partially ordered. We
define an ordering ⊑𝑃 where 𝑝 ⊑𝑃 𝑝′ iff 𝑝 is a 𝑝′. For example,
Ann Doe ⊑𝑃 full time employee.

A scope 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 is a string path that specifies a scope. It has the form
𝑚𝑔/𝑠𝑢𝑏/𝑟𝑔/𝑟𝑠𝑐 where𝑚𝑔 (management group), 𝑠𝑢𝑏 (subscription),
𝑟𝑔 (resource group) and 𝑟𝑠𝑐 (resource) are all strings. We define a
⊑𝑆 ordering where if 𝑠 ⊑𝑆 𝑠′ then 𝑠′ is a prefix of 𝑠 . For example,
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡1/𝑡/𝑎𝑏𝑐 ⊑𝑆 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡1/𝑡/.

We define a role 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 such that 𝑟 = ⟨{𝑎}, {𝑎}, 𝑠⟩ where {𝑎} is
a set of actions, {𝑎} is a set of notActions and 𝑠 is the assignable
scope. The set of actions allowed by a role is equal to {𝑎} \ {𝑎}.
Actions are of type wcString. We define an accessor notation on a

role such that 𝑟 .𝑎 accesses actions and 𝑟 .𝑎 accesses notActions. 𝑟 .𝑠
accesses the assignable scope of the role. Note, we don’t model the
semantics of each action and simply interpret them in the domain
of wild card strings (wcString).

An RBAC state 𝜎 ∈ Σ is a set of role assignments. An RBAC event
𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 is a user initiated event such as adding a role assignment,
removing a role assignment (and by extension modifying a role
assignment). Given an existing RBAC state 𝜎 an event transitions
the RBAC system into a new state 𝜎′, we denote this transition
𝜎 →𝑒 𝜎′.

A role assignment assigns a role to a principal at a scope thus
attaching the permissions in the role to the principal for the re-
sources in the scope. We note that role assignments are transitive
for groups which means that if a user is a member of a group and
that group is a member of another group that has a role assignment,
the user will have the permissions in the role assignment as well
i.e., roles flow downwards in the ⊑𝑃 hierarchy. For example, if a
principal 𝑝 is a subgroup of principal 𝑝′ then 𝑝 inherits all the roles
of 𝑝′.

We define a role assignment _ ∈ Λ as a triple ⟨𝑝, 𝑟, 𝑠⟩ where
𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 is a principal, 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 is a role and 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 is a scope . We say an
assignment is valid iff 𝑟 .𝑠 ⊑𝑆 𝑠 .

In order to support a wide range of customer use cases, Azure
AD RBAC allows for broad expressivity and extensibility. In partic-
ular, it supports an additive role assignment model which allows
for a complex set of overlapping role assignments. This is further
enhanced by the implicit inheritance of roles for principals.

Example 2.1 (Azure AD Role Assignments). Below we show how
Azure AD Role assignments are described in JSON format. Here
we represent role assignments by defining a principal identifier, a
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role identifier and a scope. We omit auxiliary data irrelevant for
our verification problem.

{
" p r i n c i p a l I d " : " < In t e rna lCand ida t eGroup ID > " ,
" r o l e D e f i n i t i o n I d " : " < ReadWri teRole ID > " ,
" d i r e c t o r y S c o p e I d " : " org1 / . . . / t e s t s / q u e s t i o n s / q u e s t i o n s . t x t " ,
. . .

}

Similarly, we present an example role definition below. The role
definition is stored in Azure AD and attached to a principal and
scope. Again, we omit auxiliary data irrelevant for our verification
problem.

{
" i d " : " < ReadWri teRole ID > " ,
" p e rm i s s i on s " : [

{
" a c t i o n s " : [

" Read " ,
" Wri te "

] ,
" no tAc t i on s " : [ ] ,
. . .

}
] ,
. . .

}

3 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we provide a technical description of our technique
that is realized in the tool Ambit.

3.1 Overview
In Figure 3, we provide an overview of our technique. In the pro-
ceeding subsections we expand on each component. Ambit can act
both as a proxy to an RBAC system or operate internally to the
RBAC system. Figure 3 describes the former approach, where role
assignment commands are issued to RBAC via Ambit. If the role
assignment does not put the RBAC in a bad state, it is forwarded
and otherwise, an error warning is issued.

Once a role assignment event is given, the specializer component
uses it along with the property and the existing RBAC state to
generate a static snapshot. To do this, the specializer component
queries the RBAC system in such a way as to only obtain rele-
vant information with respect to the property and role assignment.
Next, the encoder component takes a static snapshot and translates
into a mathematical formula that is given to an SMT solver e.g.,
Z3. The SMT solver soundly solves the mathematical model and
returns the satisfiability or unstatisfiability of the formula, that
determines whether the assignment should proceed or the user
should be warned.

<latexit sha1_base64="rgeZyyqVlp72BtlOVeQfdvlT07M=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPVi8cKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR7dRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrJv45Dgb1qza27M5Bl4hWkBgWavepXt5+wLOYKmaTGdDw3xSCnGgWTfFLpZoanlI3ogHcsVTTmJshnx07IiVX6JEq0LYVkpv6eyGlszDgObWdMcWgWvan4n9fJMLoKcqHSDLli80VRJgkmZPo56QvNGcqxJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWjzqdgQvMWXl8njWd27qHv357XGTRFHGY7gGE7Bg0towB00wQcGAp7hFd4c5bw4787HvLXkFDOH8AfO5w+0xo6f</latexit>

Ambit

<latexit sha1_base64="oWfwW5a3xfB2bdsQELn4znG7qKI=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE1GPRixehov2ANpTNZtou3eyG3U0hhP4TLx4U8eo/8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5X05pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndc/cPWlqmikKTSi5VJyQaOBPQNMxw6CQKSBxyaIfjm5nfnoDSTIpHkyUQxGQo2IBRYqzUd90HoKliJsM9fCcj4H236tW8OfBf4hekigo0+u5nL5I0jUEYyonWXd9LTJATZRjlMK30Ug0JoWMyhK6lgsSgg3x++RSfWCXCA6lsCYPn6s+JnMRaZ3FoO2NiRnrZm4n/ed3UDK6CnIkkNSDoYtEg5dhIPIsBR0wBNTyzhFD7P6OYjogi1NiwKjYEf/nlv6R1VvMvav79ebV+XcRRRkfoGJ0iH12iOrpFDdREFE3QE3pBr07uPDtvzvuiteQUM4foF5yPb/EkkzY=</latexit>

Security Model

<latexit sha1_base64="R3yYJEvrR3ACatWB7E3dRUmQZSo=">AAAB/nicbVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/VsWTl2ARPJVdEfVY9OKxgq2FdinZ7Ns2NNksSVYsS8G/4sWDIl79Hd78N6btHrR1IDDMe8ObTJhypo3nfTulpeWV1bXyemVjc2t7x93da2mZKQpNKrlU7ZBo4CyBpmGGQztVQETI4T4cXk/m9w+gNJPJnRmlEAjST1jMKDFW6rkHXQOP1pfHUgnCsZAR8HHPrXo1bwq8SPyCVFGBRs/96kaSZgISQznRuuN7qQlyogyjHMaVbqYhJXRI+tCxNCECdJBP44/xsVUibAPYlxg8VX87ciK0HonQbgpiBnp+NhH/m3UyE18GOUvSzEBCZ4fijGMj8aQLHDEF1PCRJYQqZrNiOiCKUGMbq9gS/PkvL5LWac0/r/m3Z9X6VVFHGR2iI3SCfHSB6ugGNVATUZSjZ/SK3pwn58V5dz5mqyWn8OyjP3A+fwAFWJYr</latexit>

formal model

<latexit sha1_base64="KxYQDxKx9XAgbVxc7dBKP69llb8=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAiuyoyIuiyK4LKCfUA7lEzmThuaSYYkUyxD/8SNC0Xc+ifu/BvTdhbaeiBwOOce7s0JU8608bxvZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3dt3Dw6bWmaKQoNKLlU7JBo4E9AwzHBopwpIEnJohcPbqd8agdJMikczTiFISF+wmFFirNRz3a6BJ5vL7wSVEahJz614VW8GvEz8glRQgXrP/epGkmYJCEM50brje6kJcqIMoxwm5W6mISV0SPrQsVSQBHSQzy6f4FOrRDiWyj5h8Ez9nchJovU4Ce1kQsxAL3pT8T+vk5n4OsiZSDMDgs4XxRnHRuJpDThiCqjhY0sIVczeiumAKEKNLatsS/AXv7xMmudV/7LqP1xUajdFHSV0jE7QGfLRFaqhe1RHDUTRCD2jV/Tm5M6L8+58zEdXnCJzhP7A+fwBMveUBw==</latexit>

Encoder

<latexit sha1_base64="+mkKG5l74GSHz3b0cEhTsB0KsOM=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqEs3wSK4KjMi6rLoxmUF+4B2KJn0tg3NZMYkUyxD/8SNC0Xc+ifu/BvTdhbaeiBwOOce7s0JE8G18bxvZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dt3Dw7rOk4VwxqLRayaIdUouMSa4UZgM1FIo1BgIxzeTv3GCJXmsXww4wSDiPYl73FGjZU6rts2+GRz2WOKiqOedNySV/ZmIMvEz0kJclQ77le7G7M0QmmYoFq3fC8xQUaV4UzgpNhONSaUDWkfW5ZKGqEOstnlE3JqlS7pxco+achM/Z3IaKT1OArtZETNQC96U/E/r5Wa3nWQcZmkBiWbL+qlgpiYTGsgXa6QGTG2hDLF7a2EDaiizNiyirYEf/HLy6R+XvYvy/79Ralyk9dRgGM4gTPw4QoqcAdVqAGDETzDK7w5mfPivDsf89EVJ88cwR84nz+Sc5RF</latexit>

queries
<latexit sha1_base64="bY+hfqIzB+acSpPJ2DbKM4oJohQ=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzEyyCq5KIqMuiG5cV7QPaUCbT23boZBJmJmIbir/ixoUibv0Pd/6N0zYLbT0wcDjnHu6dE8ScKe2631ZuaXlldS2/XtjY3NresXf3aipKJMUqjXgkGwFRyJnAqmaaYyOWSMKAYz0YXE/8+gNKxSJxr4cx+iHpCdZllGgjte2DlsZHk0vvYqSMcDZCOW7bRbfkTuEsEi8jRchQadtfrU5EkxCFppwo1fTcWPspkZpRjuNCK1EYEzogPWwaKkiIyk+n14+dY6N0nG4kzRPamaq/EykJlRqGgZkMie6reW8i/uc1E9299FMm4kSjoLNF3YQ7OnImVTgdJpFqPjSEUMnMrQ7tE0moNoUVTAne/JcXSe205J2XvNuzYvkqqyMPh3AEJ+DBBZThBipQBQojeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYjeasLLMPf2B9/gCEn5Xq</latexit>

Specializer
<latexit sha1_base64="lHj/p1VXgqbFJw4InR1WaDrW3LQ=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1Kq7cBIvgqsyIqMvablzWRx/QDiWT3mlDM5khyRTLUPBX3LhQxK3f4c6/MW1noa0HAodz7uHeHD/mTGnH+baWlldW19ZzG/nNre2dXXtvv66iRFKo0YhHsukTBZwJqGmmOTRjCST0OTT8QWXiN4YgFYvEgx7F4IWkJ1jAKNFG6tiHbQ2PJpfela8r+B7kkFEYd+yCU3SmwIvEzUgBZah27K92N6JJCEJTTpRquU6svZRIzSiHcb6dKIgJHZAetAwVJATlpdPzx/jEKF0cRNI8ofFU/Z1ISajUKPTNZEh0X817E/E/r5Xo4MpLmYgTDYLOFgUJxzrCky5wl0mgmo8MIVQycyumfSIJ1aaxvCnBnf/yIqmfFd2Lont7XiiVszpy6Agdo1PkoktUQjeoimqIohQ9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEbXbKyzAH6A+vzB/3zlYI=</latexit>

RBAC Service

<latexit sha1_base64="LpHjvRC4Jj1J3JRlIkcFcyI+hdg=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrKrhxEyyCq5KIqMuiG5cV7APaUCbTm3boZBJmJmKJXfgrblwo4tbfcOffOG2DaOuBgcM593DvnCDhTGnX/bIWFpeWV1YLa8X1jc2tbXtnt67iVFKs0ZjHshkQhZwJrGmmOTYTiSQKODaCwdXYb9yhVCwWt3qYoB+RnmAho0QbqWPvtzXem1ymEqQ/+qhjl9yyO4EzT7yclCBHtWN/trsxTSMUmnKiVMtzE+1nRGpGOY6K7VRhQuiA9LBlqCARKj+b3D9yjozSdcJYmie0M1F/JzISKTWMAjMZEd1Xs95Y/M9rpTq88DMmklSjoNNFYcodHTvjMpwuk0g1HxpCqGTmVof2iSRUm8qKpgRv9svzpH5S9s7K3s1pqXKZ11GAAziEY/DgHCpwDVWoAYUHeIIXeLUerWfrzXqfji5YeWYP/sD6+AY+EJbk</latexit>

specification

<latexit sha1_base64="jV92OKLUjj18WW8Z/glklIJkU2E=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIqMeiF48VTFtoQ9lsX9qlm03Y3RRK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20OWh1YGGbesO9NmAqujet+OaW19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU0kmmGPosEYnqhFSj4BJ9w43ATqqQxqHAdji+m/vtCSrNE/lopikGMR1KHnFGjZV8nKA0/WrNrbsLkL/EK0gNCjT71c/eIGFZbLNMUK27npuaIKfKcCZwVullGlPKxnSIXUsljVEH+WLZGTmzyoBEibJPGrJQfyZyGms9jUM7GVMz0qveXPzP62YmuglyLtPMoGTLj6JMEJOQ+eVkwBUyI6aWUKa43ZWwEVWUGdtPxZbgrZ78l7Qu6t5V3Xu4rDVuizrKcAKncA4eXEMD7qEJPjDg8AQv8OpI59l5c96XoyWnyBzDLzgf3wXfjtQ=</latexit>

event

<latexit sha1_base64="alBvyysZdq2CMkG4G5+gPPAOXN8=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUTeCm2ARXJUZEXVZdOOygn1AO5RMmrahmWRI7ohlqBt/xY0LRdz6F+78GzPtLLT1QOBwzj033BPGghvwvG+nsLS8srpWXC9tbG5t77i7ew2jEk1ZnSqhdCskhgkuWR04CNaKNSNRKFgzHF1nfvOeacOVvINxzIKIDCTvc0rASl33oAPsweZSA1ah2EgSm6GCSdctexVvCrxI/JyUUY5a1/3q9BRNIiaBCmJM2/diCFKi7VrBJqVOYlhM6IgMWNtSSSJmgnR6wQQfW6WH+0rbJwFP1d+JlETGjKPQTkYEhmbey8T/vHYC/csg5TJOgEk6+6ifCAwKZ3XgHteMghhbQqjmWQV0SDShYEsr2RL8+ZMXSeO04p9X/NuzcvUqr6OIDtEROkE+ukBVdINqqI4oekTP6BW9OU/Oi/PufMxGC06e2Ud/4Hz+AK+Il68=</latexit>

static snapshot

<latexit sha1_base64="c/D3WWxwmI7HqsNTvSywVHjGCyY=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiQi6rLoxo1Q6RPaUCbTm3boZBJmJmII9VfcuFDErR/izr9x2mah1QMDh3PO5d45fsyZ0o7zZRVWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd09e/+graJEUmjRiEey6xMFnAloaaY5dGMJJPQ5dPzJ9czv3INULBJNncbghWQkWMAo0UYa2OW+hgczlzVum7gRcZOdDuyKU3XmwH+Jm5MKylEf2J/9YUSTEISmnCjVc51YexmRmlEO01I/URATOiEj6BkqSAjKy+bHT/GxUYY4iKR5QuO5+nMiI6FSaeibZEj0WC17M/E/r5fo4NLLmIgTDYIuFgUJxzrCsybwkEmgmqeGECqZuRXTMZGEatNXyZTgLn/5L2mfVt3zqnt3Vqld5XUU0SE6QifIRReohm5QHbUQRSl6Qi/o1Xq0nq03630RLVj5TBn9gvXxDe3qlPQ=</latexit>

SMT Solver

Figure 3: Overview of Ambit

3.2 Specification
The specification defines the potentially infinite regions on the
dimensions of principals, actions or non-actions and scopes con-
nected by connectives by combining atomic specifications with
logical connectives.

We define a specification Φ to be a set of sets of atomic specifica-
tions𝜙 , wherewe define atomic specifications as𝜑 = ⟨𝑝, ⟨{𝑎}, {𝑎}⟩, 𝑠, 𝑛⟩
and where {𝑎} and {𝑎} are actions and notActions as found in static
snapshots. However, unlike static snapshots, 𝑝, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑤𝑐𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 and
an additional negation flag 𝑛 is included to allow atomic speci-
fications to be negated. Similar to roles we define accessors on
all sub-components of an atomic specification e.g., 𝑠𝑝 ∈ S, 𝑠𝑝.𝑝
denotes the 𝑝 ∈ wcString sub-component of specification 𝑠𝑝 .

Example 3.1 (Motivating (Cont.)). Given our role assignment and
roles in the motivating example, we define a specification in JSON
for Figure 1c. Our specification says: any principal cannot write both
answers and questions. We first define atomic specifications PID1
and PID2:

{
[
{

" f o rmu l a I d " : " PID1 "
" p r i n c i p a l " : " ∗ " ,

. . .
" a c t i o n s " : [ " Wri te " ] ,

. . .
" s cope s " : " ∗ / answers . t x t " ,
" nega ted " : t r u e

}
. . .
]

}
. . .

{
[
{

" f o rmu l a I d " : " PID2 "
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" p r i n c i p a l " : " ∗ " ,
. . .

" a c t i o n s " : [ " Wri te " ] ,
. . .

" s cope s " : " ∗ / q u e s t i o n s . t x t " ,
" nega ted " : t r u e

}
. . .
]

}

Next, we this define our final specification the JSON:

{
" s p e c s " : [ [ " PID1 " ] , [ " PID2 " ] ]

}

As we show in Section 3.4, this models our threat model in
Figure 1c i.e., that we don’t want a principal to have write access
to both answers and questions.

3.3 Specialization
The naïve approach to performing an RBAC verification is to trans-
late the entire RBAC state along with the role assignment into a
verification problem. However, aside from being unscalable, this
would not be sound, as it would miss new assignments generated
from the inheritance model of RBAC systems. We therefore con-
struct a specializer that generates an expanded and yet pruned
RBAC state, excluding irrelevant role assignments and includes
newly generated ones from the effects of principal/group inheri-
tance.

The specializer first queries the RBAC system to create a set of
role assignments that accounts for principal hierarchies (⊑𝑃 ) and
scope hierarchies (⊑𝑆 ). Assuming a role assignment ⟨𝑝, 𝑟, 𝑠⟩ and an
RBAC state 𝜎 , this process traverses all assignments in 𝜎 that have
a principal 𝑝′ such that 𝑝 ⊑𝑃 𝑝′. From these assignments any that
do not have a scope s’ such that 𝑠 ⊑ 𝑠′ are further discarded. All of
them are added to the snapshot, with their principals altered to be
equal to 𝑝 .

Next, we collect any assignments that can be impacted by ⟨𝑝, 𝑟, 𝑠⟩.
That is, we collect all assignments that have a 𝑝′ ⊑ 𝑝 and 𝑠′ ⊑ 𝑠 .
These assignments together with the inherited assignments form a
static snapshot.

A static snapshot Π is defined as a set of tuples {𝜋} where 𝜋 =

⟨𝑝, ⟨{𝑎}, {𝑎}⟩, 𝑠⟩ where 𝑝, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 and 𝑎, 𝑎 ∈ ℘(𝑤𝑐𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)

3.3.1 Role Assignment Specialization. We describe the core of our
specialization for the addition case in Algorithm 1. Instances for
removing a role assignment, changing a role assignment largely
follow the same logic with a few minor technical changes.

Initially, we initialize the set 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡 with the role assignment
that we are adding (line 1). Note, {𝑟𝑎} is a singleton set. In the first
loop in line 2 we do two things: in the first conditional statement
(line 3) we add the role assignments that the principal referred to
in 𝑟𝑎 inherits and that are relevant in terms of scope. Note that the
assignment is altered to refer to 𝑟𝑎.𝑝 , the principal that inherits the
role.

Algorithm 1: SpecializeRA(data, ra)
Data: Data queried from Azure AD: data;
The role assignment being added: ra
Result: A subset of the currently present Azure AD role

assignments set along with the role assignment
being added.

1 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ← {𝑟𝑎};
2 foreach 𝑎𝑠𝑠 in 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎.𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑒_𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 do
3 if 𝑟𝑎.𝑝 ⊑𝑃 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑝 ∧ 𝑟𝑎.𝑠 ⊑𝑆 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑠 then
4 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ← 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ∪ {⟨𝑟𝑎.𝑝, 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑟, 𝑎𝑠𝑠 .𝑠⟩};
5 continue

6 if 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑝 ⊑𝑃 𝑟𝑎.𝑝 ∧ 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑠 ⊑𝑆 𝑟𝑎.𝑠 then
7 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ← 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ∪ {𝑎𝑠𝑠};
8 continue

9 foreach 𝑝 in data.subprincipalsOf (𝑟𝑎.𝑝) do
10 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ← 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ∪ {⟨𝑝, 𝑟𝑎.𝑟, 𝑟𝑎.𝑠⟩};
11 return 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡

In the second conditional statement (line 6) we add the role
assignments that the new assignment 𝑟𝑎might affect, i.e., those that
inherit from its principal on a scope smaller than or equal to the one
in the assignment 𝑟𝑎. In the second loop at line 9 we add to 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡
the role assignments that are implicitly created with the addition of
𝑟𝑎 by inheritance. Here it’s acknowledged that expanding privileges
of a group expands privileges of its members. Finally, at line 11
the result is resulting set of pruned role assignments are returned
to be passed to the encoder. Note, {⟨𝑟𝑎.𝑝, 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑟, 𝑎𝑠𝑠 .𝑠⟩}, {𝑎𝑠𝑠} and
{⟨𝑝, 𝑟𝑎.𝑟, 𝑟𝑎.𝑠⟩} are all singleton sets.

3.3.2 Group Assignment Specialization. Additionally, we describe
specialization for the case of adding a principal to a group in Algo-
rithm 2. Instances for removing from a group, modifying a group
largely follow the same logic with a few minor technical changes.

Algorithm 2 iterates over all role assignments (line 2) to find
those that apply to group 𝑔. Concretely, if a role assignment 𝑎𝑠𝑠
has a principal 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑝 such that 𝑔 ⊑𝑃 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑝 (line 3), we add the role
assignment to the 𝑖𝑛ℎ_𝑠𝑒𝑡 . Then for each of the elements in 𝑖𝑛ℎ_𝑠𝑒𝑡
we perform an RA specialization using Algorithm 1 (line 7). Note,
{⟨𝑝, 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑟, 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑠⟩} is a singleton set.

3.3.3 Changing roles. Adding actions to a role definition can be
treated as assigning a role that equals the set difference between
the new and the old definition to all principals that are currently
assigned to he said role. It can therefore be treated as an array
of addition cases. Removing actions from a role definition can be
treated following using the same logic.

Example 3.2 (RBAC Specialization). Consider the example in
Figure 4. Here we have a role assignment ⟨𝐹𝑇𝐸, 𝑟 ′, 𝑠′⟩ and an ex-
isting RBAC state containing the role assignments ⟨𝐸𝑚𝑝, 𝑟1, 𝑠1⟩,
⟨𝐹𝑇𝐸, 𝑟2, 𝑠2⟩ and ⟨𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝐷𝑜𝑒, 𝑟3, 𝑠3⟩. Note, the ordering of the RBAC
state elements. The specializer creates additional role assignments
for FTE, namely 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 because 𝐹𝑇𝐸 ⊑𝑃 𝐸𝑚𝑝 and 𝐹𝑇𝐸 ⊑𝑃 𝐹𝑇𝐸

and 𝑠′ ⊑𝑆 𝑠1 and 𝑠′ ⊑𝑆 𝑠2. ⟨𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝐷𝑜𝑒, 𝑟3, 𝑠3⟩ is impacted by the role
assignment, because 𝑠3 ⊑𝑆 𝑠′, thus we also include this in the static
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Algorithm 2: SpecializationP(data, p, g)
Data: Data queried from Azure AD: data;
The principal p being added to group g
Result: A subset of the currently present Azure AD role

assignments set along with the role assignments
being implicitly added by inheritance.

1 𝑖𝑛ℎ_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ← {};
2 foreach 𝑎𝑠𝑠 in 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎.𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑒_𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 do
3 if 𝑔 ⊑𝑃 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑝 then
4 𝑖𝑛ℎ_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ← 𝑖𝑛ℎ_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ∪ {⟨𝑝, 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑟, 𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝑠⟩};

5 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ← {};
6 foreach 𝑟𝑎 in 𝑖𝑛ℎ_𝑠𝑒𝑡 do
7 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ← 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡 ∪ SpecializeRA(𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎, 𝑟𝑎);
8 return 𝑟𝑎_𝑠𝑒𝑡

<latexit sha1_base64="Qt9NQlrIqzMYFGTe1rC8s3S9+mY=">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</latexit> v
S

<latexit sha1_base64="6Lo6d/SAYSuMqV5lHLDiAIUbOZ8=">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</latexit> v
P

<latexit sha1_base64="6Lo6d/SAYSuMqV5lHLDiAIUbOZ8=">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</latexit> v
P

<latexit sha1_base64="14//qNz8nBpnYva9A/bA7sRj0ZU=">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</latexit>

Assignment

<latexit sha1_base64="86IwN7Ot0jvYMDUL+rQm1VO165g=">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</latexit>

State

<latexit sha1_base64="Qt9NQlrIqzMYFGTe1rC8s3S9+mY=">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</latexit> v
S

<latexit sha1_base64="h58qglVdFmYalZoqGlmihLJeAxo=">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</latexit>

=)

<latexit sha1_base64="pmcnYcekXNy60RzjjH8JSKsVJGg=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ot70slikHkpJRNRjURSPFfoFbSmb7bRdutmE3Y1QQsGLf8WLB0W8+ie8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMzzQs6UdpxvK7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/Yu3t1FUSSQo0GPJBNjyjgTEBNM82hGUogvseh4Y2up37jAaRigajqcQgdnwwE6zNKtJG69kGbEzHggG+rN0UsC0WsCm2ZSF0775ScBHiRuCnJoxSVrv3V7gU08kFoyolSLdcJdScmUjPKYZJrRwpCQkdkAC1DBfFBdeLkhwk+NkoP9wNpSmicqL8nYuIrNfY90+kTPVTz3lT8z2tFun/ZiZkIIw2Czhb1I451gKeB4B6TQDUfG0KoZOZWTIdEEqpNbDkTgjv/8iKpn5bc85J7f5YvX6VxZNEhOkInyEUXqIzuUAXVEEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvGSmf20R9Ynz94gJYj</latexit>

hFTE, r0, s0i
<latexit sha1_base64="oHTG8Hadp8DW8gh8DmwSMNXwpzQ=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDBbBRSkZEXVZFMFlBfuAJoTJdNIOnUzCzEQooRs3/oobF4q49R/c+TdO0yy09cCFwzn3cu89QcKZ0o7zbZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3evreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKciZoSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gdD31Ow9UKhaLez1OqBfhgWAhI1gbybcPXY7FgFN4EyU1KH1Ug8pHrsxF3646dScHXCSoIFVQoOnbX24/JmlEhSYcK9VDTqK9DEvNCKeTipsqmmAywgPaM1TgiCovy7+YwGOj9GEYS1NCw1z9PZHhSKlxFJjOCOuhmvem4n9eL9XhpZcxkaSaCjJbFKYc6hhOI4F9JinRfGwIJpKZWyEZYomJNsFVTAho/uVF0j6to/M6ujurNq6KOMrgAByBE4DABWiAW9AELUDAI3gGr+DNerJerHfrY9ZasoqZffAH1ucPfe+XTA==</latexit>hEmp, r1, s1i

<latexit sha1_base64="237zi3uNdMbt6JFm65cGOX5/mEs=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh71sFgED6UkRdRjURSPFfohNCVstpt26WYTdjdCKb148a948aCIV/+DN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0o7zbeWWlldW1/LrhY3Nre0de3evqeJUEtogMY/lfYAV5UzQhmaa0/tEUhwFnLaCwdXEbz1QqVgs6nqY0E6Ee4KFjGBtJN8+9DgWPU7RTf26hKRfKSHlVzw5FX276JSdKdAicTNShAw13/7yujFJIyo04ViptuskujPCUjPC6bjgpYommAxwj7YNFTiiqjOafjFGx0bpojCWpoRGU/X3xAhHSg2jwHRGWPfVvDcR//PaqQ4vOiMmklRTQWaLwpQjHaNJJKjLJCWaDw3BRDJzKyJ9LDHRJriCCcGdf3mRNCtl96zs3p0Wq5dZHHk4gCM4ARfOoQq3UIMGEHiEZ3iFN+vJerHerY9Za87KZvbhD6zPHxb0lws=</latexit>hFTE, r2, s2i
<latexit sha1_base64="AJiGi33fePoLj1vPftQRi6nAS7k=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmaBFclJJYUZf1sXBZwT6gCWEyvW2HTiZhZiKU0r0bf8WNC0Xc+gPu/BunbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMacf5tpaWV1bX1nMb+c2t7Z1de2+/oeJUUqjTmMeyFRIFnAmoa6Y5tBIJJAo5NMPB9cRvPoBULBb3epiAH5GeYF1GiTZSYBc8TkSPA74UAnv4JoYSlkGlhFVQ8eTUCuyiU3amwIvEzUgRZagF9pfXiWkagdCUE6XarpNof0SkZpTDOO+lChJCB6QHbUMFiUD5o+kvY3xklA7uxtKU0Hiq/p4YkUipYRSazojovpr3JuJ/XjvV3Qt/xESSahB0tqibcqxjPAkGd5gEqvnQEEIlM7di2ieSUG3iy5sQ3PmXF0njpOyeld2702L1Kosjhw5RAR0jF52jKrpFNVRHFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz5mrUtWNnOA/sD6/AEpWJk7</latexit>hAnn Doe, r3, s3i

<latexit sha1_base64="pmcnYcekXNy60RzjjH8JSKsVJGg=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ot70slikHkpJRNRjURSPFfoFbSmb7bRdutmE3Y1QQsGLf8WLB0W8+ie8+W/cpjlo64OBx3szzMzzQs6UdpxvK7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/Yu3t1FUSSQo0GPJBNjyjgTEBNM82hGUogvseh4Y2up37jAaRigajqcQgdnwwE6zNKtJG69kGbEzHggG+rN0UsC0WsCm2ZSF0775ScBHiRuCnJoxSVrv3V7gU08kFoyolSLdcJdScmUjPKYZJrRwpCQkdkAC1DBfFBdeLkhwk+NkoP9wNpSmicqL8nYuIrNfY90+kTPVTz3lT8z2tFun/ZiZkIIw2Czhb1I451gKeB4B6TQDUfG0KoZOZWTIdEEqpNbDkTgjv/8iKpn5bc85J7f5YvX6VxZNEhOkInyEUXqIzuUAXVEEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvGSmf20R9Ynz94gJYj</latexit>

hFTE, r0, s0i

<latexit sha1_base64="AJiGi33fePoLj1vPftQRi6nAS7k=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmaBFclJJYUZf1sXBZwT6gCWEyvW2HTiZhZiKU0r0bf8WNC0Xc+gPu/BunbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMacf5tpaWV1bX1nMb+c2t7Z1de2+/oeJUUqjTmMeyFRIFnAmoa6Y5tBIJJAo5NMPB9cRvPoBULBb3epiAH5GeYF1GiTZSYBc8TkSPA74UAnv4JoYSlkGlhFVQ8eTUCuyiU3amwIvEzUgRZagF9pfXiWkagdCUE6XarpNof0SkZpTDOO+lChJCB6QHbUMFiUD5o+kvY3xklA7uxtKU0Hiq/p4YkUipYRSazojovpr3JuJ/XjvV3Qt/xESSahB0tqibcqxjPAkGd5gEqvnQEEIlM7di2ieSUG3iy5sQ3PmXF0njpOyeld2702L1Kosjhw5RAR0jF52jKrpFNVRHFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz5mrUtWNnOA/sD6/AEpWJk7</latexit>hAnn Doe, r3, s3i
<latexit sha1_base64="oS0kXm/9eGCxkxYxpHtCU+KM2mw=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSCxCGFXRC3jo7CMYB6QXcLs5CYZMjuzzMwKYUlr46/YWChi6x/Y+TdOHoUmHrhwOOde7r0njDnTxnW/nczS8srqWnY9t7G5tb2T392ra5koCjUquVTNkGjgTEDNMMOhGSsgUcihEQ6ux37jAZRmUtybYQxBRHqCdRklxkrtPPY5ET0O+FII7OMbCSWsiiWsi76aGO18wS27E+BF4s1IAc1Qbee//I6kSQTCUE60bnlubIKUKMMoh1HOTzTEhA5ID1qWChKBDtLJJyN8ZJUO7kplSxg8UX9PpCTSehiFtjMipq/nvbH4n9dKTPciSJmIEwOCThd1E46NxONYcIcpoIYPLSFUMXsrpn2iCDU2vJwNwZt/eZHUT8reWdm7Oy1UrmZxZNEBOkTHyEPnqIJuURXVEEWP6Bm9ojfnyXlx3p2PaWvGmc3soz9wPn8Ag82YUQ==</latexit>

hAnn Doe, r0, s0i

<latexit sha1_base64="RNIRYbSfHq30iCCc4k4yxPX7ifs=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDBbBRSkZEXVZFMVlhb6gCWEynbRDJ5MwMxFK6caNv+LGhSJu/Qd3/o3TNAttPXDhcM693HtPkHCmtON8W4Wl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3vH3t1rqTiVhDZJzGPZCbCinAna1Exz2kkkxVHAaTsYXk/99gOVisWioUcJ9SLcFyxkBGsj+fahy7HocwpvGzcVKH1UgcpHrsxE3y47VScDXCQoJ2WQo+7bX24vJmlEhSYcK9VFTqK9MZaaEU4nJTdVNMFkiPu0a6jAEVXeOPtiAo+N0oNhLE0JDTP198QYR0qNosB0RlgP1Lw3Ff/zuqkOL70xE0mqqSCzRWHKoY7hNBLYY5ISzUeGYCKZuRWSAZaYaBNcyYSA5l9eJK3TKjqvovuzcu0qj6MIDsAROAEIXIAauAN10AQEPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PmatBSuf2Qd/YH3+ABPZlwk=</latexit>hFTE, r1, s1i
<latexit sha1_base64="237zi3uNdMbt6JFm65cGOX5/mEs=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh71sFgED6UkRdRjURSPFfohNCVstpt26WYTdjdCKb148a948aCIV/+DN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0o7zbeWWlldW1/LrhY3Nre0de3evqeJUEtogMY/lfYAV5UzQhmaa0/tEUhwFnLaCwdXEbz1QqVgs6nqY0E6Ee4KFjGBtJN8+9DgWPU7RTf26hKRfKSHlVzw5FX276JSdKdAicTNShAw13/7yujFJIyo04ViptuskujPCUjPC6bjgpYommAxwj7YNFTiiqjOafjFGx0bpojCWpoRGU/X3xAhHSg2jwHRGWPfVvDcR//PaqQ4vOiMmklRTQWaLwpQjHaNJJKjLJCWaDw3BRDJzKyJ9LDHRJriCCcGdf3mRNCtl96zs3p0Wq5dZHHk4gCM4ARfOoQq3UIMGEHiEZ3iFN+vJerHerY9Za87KZvbhD6zPHxb0lws=</latexit>hFTE, r2, s2i

<latexit sha1_base64="FU5cAnkT5G6J6N8755T4i5h05Q0=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkoioi6LblxWah/QhjKZTtqhk5kwcyOWUDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N07aLLT1wMDhnHvucE8Qc6bBdb+twtLyyupacb20sbm1vWPv7jW1TBShDSK5VO0Aa8qZoA1gwGk7VhRHAaetYHSd+a17qjST4g7GMfUjPBAsZASDkXr2QRfog8mldTAKceoCx3ooYdKzy27FncJZJF5OyihHrWd/dfuSJBEVQDjWuuO5MfgpVmYtp5NSN9E0xmSEB7RjqMAR1X46vWDiHBul74RSmSfAmaq/EymOtB5HgZmMMAz1vJeJ/3mdBMJLP2UiToAKMvsoTLgD0snqcPpMUQJ8bAgmimUVkCFWmIAprWRK8OZPXiTN04p3XvFuz8rVq7yOIjpER+gEeegCVdENqqEGIugRPaNX9GY9WS/Wu/UxGy1YeWYf/YH1+QNLqJdv</latexit>

Static Snapshot

Figure 4: Reduction of State

J𝜋0 . . . 𝜋𝑛 ∈ ΠK =
∨
0...𝑛

J𝜋𝑖K (1)

J⟨𝑝, ⟨{𝑎}, {𝑎}⟩, 𝑠⟩K = J𝑝K ∧ J{𝑎} \ {𝑎}K ∧ J𝑠K (2)

J𝑎0 ...𝑎𝑛 ∈ {𝑎}K =
∨

𝑎𝑖 ∈{𝑎}
J𝑎𝑖K (3)

J𝑝K = 𝑉𝑝 ⇔ 𝑝 (4)
J𝑠K = 𝑉𝑠 ⇔ 𝑠 (5)
J𝑎K = regex(𝑎,𝑉𝑎) (6)

Figure 5: Static Snapshot Semantics

snapshot as this assignment can now potentially violate security
properties.

3.4 Logical Encoding
In this section we provide a translation of static snapshots and
security specification into a mathematical model. We define a set of
semantic functions J•K to translate a static snapshot or specification
to a mathematical formula. With a slight abuse of notation, we over-
load J•K for various static snapshot and specification sub-structures.
In practice we formulae the resulting logic formula in SMT2 format
and solve it using the Z3 SMT solver.

In Figure 5 we describe the translation of a static snapshot. Rule
(1) simply says that a snapshot can be defined by a union of smaller
snapshots. Rule (2) defines a snapshot by converting a tuple to

a conjunction of principals, actions and scopes. Rule (3) defines
actions as the union of all single actions. Rule (4) defines a free
variable for all principals (if there are several principals). Rule (5)
does the same for scopes. Rule (6) defines an action as a wild card
string.

In Figure 6, the atomic specification translation is defined in
similarity to the static snapshot, only that principals and scopes
can also be wild card strings, and a specification can be negated.
A specification is a DNF formula of atomic specifications, whose
JSON format is given in Example 3.1.

In Figure 7, we describe the verification problem semantics. We
quantify the whole expression over principals in order to add more
expressivity, allowing us to solve a wider range of problems, includ-
ing our motivating example.

Example 3.3 (Motivating Example (Cont.)). We show how our
motivating example scenario is translated to logic that is passed on
to an SMT solver. First, we define auxiliary symbols:

𝑝 = “⟨𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐷⟩”
𝑟 = “𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑”
𝑤 = “𝑊𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒”
𝑠1 = “𝑜𝑟𝑔1/𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠/𝑝𝑜𝑠1/𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑠.𝑡𝑥𝑡”
𝑠2 = “𝑜𝑟𝑔1/𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠/𝑝𝑜𝑠1/𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.𝑡𝑥𝑡”
𝑠3 = “ ∗ /𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑠.𝑡𝑥𝑡”
𝑠4 = “ ∗ /𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.𝑡𝑥𝑡”

Using the symbols above, we assume a static snapshot Π:

𝜋1 = ⟨𝑝, ⟨{𝑟,𝑤}, {}⟩, 𝑠1⟩
𝜋2 = ⟨𝑝, ⟨{𝑟,𝑤}, {}⟩, 𝑠2⟩
Π = {𝜋1, 𝜋2}

When translated, using semantics from Figure 5, we get the
following logical formula:

(𝑉𝑝 ⇔ 𝑝 ∧ (𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (𝑟,𝑉𝑎) ∨ 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (𝑤,𝑉𝑎)) ∧𝑉𝑠 ⇔ 𝑠1)∨
(𝑉𝑝 ⇔ 𝑝 ∧ (𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (𝑟,𝑉𝑎) ∨ 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (𝑤,𝑉𝑎)) ∧𝑉𝑠 ⇔ 𝑠2)

Next, we assume a specification Φ = {{𝜑1}, {𝜑2}} where:
𝜑1 = ⟨∗, ⟨{𝑤}, {}⟩, 𝑠3, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒⟩
𝜑2 = ⟨∗, ⟨{𝑤}, {}⟩, 𝑠4, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒⟩

When translated, using semantics from Figure 6, we get the
following formulae:

J𝜑1K = ¬(𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (∗,𝑉𝑝 ) ∧ 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (𝑤,𝑉𝑎) ∧ 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (𝑠3,𝑉𝑠 ))
J𝜑2K = ¬(𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (∗,𝑉𝑝 ) ∧ 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (𝑤,𝑉𝑎) ∧ 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (𝑠4,𝑉𝑠 ))

which simplifies to:

J𝜑1K = ¬(𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (𝑤,𝑉𝑎) ∧ 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (𝑠3,𝑉𝑠 ))
J𝜑2K = ¬(𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (𝑤,𝑉𝑎) ∧ 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 (𝑠4,𝑉𝑠 ))
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J⟨𝑝, ⟨{𝑎}, {𝑎}⟩, 𝑠, 𝑛⟩K = J⟨𝑝, ⟨{𝑎}, {𝑎}, 𝑠⟩K⇔ ¬𝑛 (7)
J⟨𝑝, ⟨{𝑎}, {𝑎}⟩, 𝑠⟩K = J𝑝K ∧ J{𝑎} \ {𝑎}K ∧ J𝑠K (8)

J𝑎0 ...𝑎𝑛 ∈ {𝑎}K =
∨

𝑎𝑖 ∈{𝑎}
J𝑎𝑖K (9)

J𝑝K = regex(𝑝,𝑉𝑝 ) (10)
J𝑠K = regex(𝑠,𝑉𝑠 ) (11)
J𝑎K = regex(𝑎,𝑉𝑎) (12)

Figure 6: Atomic Specification Semantics

J𝜙0 . . . 𝜙𝑛 ∈ Φ,ΠK = ¬∃𝑉𝑝 .¬
∨
0...𝑛

J𝜙𝑖 ,ΠK (13)

J𝜑0 . . . 𝜑𝑛 ∈ 𝜙,ΠK =
∧
0...𝑛
∃𝑉𝑎,𝑉𝑠 .JΠK⇒ J𝜑𝑖K (14)

Figure 7: Verification Formula Semantics

Table 1: Benchmark State Characteristics

Characteristic min mean max
actionCount 1 34.68 69
groupCount 5 53.142 99

membershipGraphDensity 0.01001 0.0564 0.1
avgRoleSize 3.5 5.5975 7.5
roleCount 1 25.797 49
userCount 5 105.301 199

Example 3.4 (Motivating (Cont.)). Given we have definitions for
the atomic specifications and our snapshot, we construct a verifica-
tion formula according to Figure 7. This yields the following logical
formula:

¬∃𝑉𝑝 .¬((∃𝑉𝑎,𝑉𝑠 .JΠK⇒ J𝜑1K) ∨ (∃𝑉𝑎,𝑉𝑠 .JΠK⇒ J𝜑2K))

We use this first-order logic formula (with the theory of regexes) to
pass to an SMT solver. Practically, we check

∃𝑉𝑝 .¬((∃𝑉𝑎,𝑉𝑠 .JΠK⇒ J𝜑1K) ∨ (∃𝑉𝑎,𝑉𝑠 .JΠK⇒ J𝜑2K))

to report a violation if this formula is satisfiable, or declare the
state permissible otherwise. This allows us to provide the model
produced by the SMT solver to the user as a witness that provides
an example of how the specification can be violated (i.e. the model
is a counter-example).

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we present an evaluation of Ambit. We investigate
how it performs on various verification problems with varying
characteristics.

4.1 Experimental Setup
We use an Mac M1 with 8 GB RAM, and .NET 6.0 Runtime (v6.0.20)
with Z3 version 4.8.16 - 64 bit running on aMacOSMonterey version
12.6.7. Ambit is written in approx. 1.5K LOC in the C# language.

Table 2: Benchmark Specification Characteristics

Characteristic min mean max
specificationCount 2 15.119 29

negatedSpecificationCount 0 4.396 9

4.2 Benchmarks
Due to the difficulty of obtaining real world customer data1, we
simulate 1000 verification problems by generating various sized
RBAC states and specifications patterns. Namely, for each verifi-
cation problem, we (pseudo)randomly generate an Azure RBAC
state and a set of atomic specifications. Furthermore, we similarly
generate a role assignment to be added to that state. We perform
the event of adding a role assignment to trigger Ambit and measure
the time taken.

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the RBAC states generated.
The𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 parameter represents the probabil-
ity of an edge being created in the principal membership graph2.
𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 represents the average number of actions in roles
present in the system. Parameters of the form ∗𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 represent the
number of ∗ in the system (e.g. 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 is the number of differ-
ent actions used in the system). Notably, 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 refers to a principal
that has no subprincipals, and 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 refers to one that does.

In Table 2, we summarise the number of atomic specifications in
a final specification in a verification problem. The number is split
between those that are negated and those that are not.

4.3 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we provide data on how performance of Ambit
scales with the size of the system. To avoid information overload by
measuring for every characteristic (see Figure 9), we collapse the
benchmark characteristics to a single metric that we believe is a fair
reflection the syntactic difficulty of the verification problem. For
this, we introduce a metric named 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 . It is calculated according to
the following formula:

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 =𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 + 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡+
(2 +𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) · 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡+
18 · (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 + 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡)+
𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 · 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

The formula takes into account every significant part of an Azure
RBAC state. It acknowledges the complexity inherent to the fact
that principals can be grouped, while also taking into consideration
that specifications are particularly important to the verification
problem as they are not subject to specialization (thus the high
coefficient).

In Figure 8, we plot the size metric for verification formulae
against runtime (in logarithmic scale).

We observe the specialization phase is negligible in the overall
verification runtime. In all instances specialization completed in

1Customer security data, even via secondary meta data (element counts, avg. sizes,
structure etc.) is highly confidential.
2A DAG is a natural way to represent a partial ordering relation such as the principal
hierarchy in Azure. While actual Azure RBAC exhibits a somewhat different interface
to this information, without loss of generality we will refer to it as such a graph.
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Figure 8: Verification Size Metric vs Runtime

milliseconds, even for the largest benchmark problems. Conversely,
the SMT solving phase dominated the runtime.

We attempt to measure how the benchmark characteristics size
impact the SMT solving runtime. As shown in Figure 9, the per-
formance data does not correlate well with our single metric, with
outliers occurring both on smaller and larger benchmarks. How-
ever, we notice a slight tendency for the frequency of outliers to
increase with the 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 metric. It is however a well known problem
that the syntactic complexity of a SAT or SMT problem does not
necessarily correlate with runtimes [6, 12].

In any case, the vast majority of our benchmarks can be verified
that it adheres to or violates the specification within a few seconds.
More specifically, we exhibit runtime with a geometric mean of
1.29 seconds. For all 1000 benchmarks Ambit returned the correct
results.

Overall, we believe that the results are promising for our use
case: that Ambit can be used in an interactive manner be it as
an internal component in Azure AD or as an external tool that
interfaces Azure AD.

5 RELATEDWORK
There is a large body of work on the verification of access control
policies. The majority of techniques attempt to verify that a pol-
icy cannot eventually arrive at an insecure state. For instance, the
technique in [20] uses event calculus, techniques such as [9, 16, 18]
reduce the RBAC verification to program analysis and use tech-
niques such as abstract interpretation or counter example guided
model checking to perform the verification. As described in [13]
the general problem of access control is undecidable yet decidable
for restricted cases. We indeed take a more pragmatic approach
and tackle a decidable fragment. Our formulae for describing the
RBAC state and security boundaries is non-recursive and allows
a decidable fragment of wild card strings. Thus, our problem can
be formulated in a logic whose decision procedure is in the NP-
complete class. With the advances of modern SMT solvers, that
have been shown to scale to industrial problem [3, 5] we can thus

leverage these solvers to verify our problem: given an event, its
effect won’t cause the RBAC system to be unsafe. In the remained
of the related work we focus similar approaches.

In a similar spirit to Ambit, Zelkova [4] translates access con-
trol configurations to a SMT formula. However, Zelkova limited
to Amazon IAM polices that are static descriptions [1] of a security
state snapshot and property. In contrast, RBAC systems have an
existing state that must be included in the verification problem. In
that sense the verification problem in [4] is different from our work
and thus, we require a specialization stage. Moreover, Zelkova does
not model principal (users and groups) and resource hierarchies
which are common place in RBAC systems. For Azure AD access
control this is fundamental and a dynamic RBAC system must be
modelled. Lastly, Zelkova only handles stateless logic specifica-
tions (the term stateless logic as in [17, 19] with respect to the
Craig Interpolation problem). We support a limited stateful logic
as required for specifications such as the one in our motivating
example. Such a property cannot be enforced by Zelkova.

The technique in [14] transforms XACML policies into Boolean
satisfiability problems and use a SAT solver to check partial or-
ders between policies using a bounded analysis. As the case with
Zelkova these policies are static and have non-dynamic seman-
tics. Moreover, the encoding to SMT is not sound due to it being
bounded. Ambit on the other hand provides a sound encoding.

Similar can be said aboutMargrave [10], which supports both
property driven analysis and change-impact analysis for XACML
policies. Like [4] and [14] it does not model principal and resource
hierarchies.

SecGuru tool [15] compares Microsoft Azure network connec-
tivity policies using the SMT theory of bit vectors.While supporting
Azure, Ambit focuses on a somewhat orthogonal use case, namely,
role-based access control.

The approach described in [8], as [4], is limited to comparison
between policies in terms of permissiveness in order to facilitate
detecting misconfigurations. Notably, among others, it supports
Azure policies.

6 FUTUREWORK
Our current implementation of Ambit is preliminary and we plan
to integrate it with Azure AD RBAC in the near future so that we
can evaluate its utility and performance on real world customer
data

Specification expressivity. We have attempted to balance the ex-
pressivity and intuition of specifications so that users can limit
confusion with specification logic. To do this, we have tried to
make our atomic specifications correspond to areas in a graph e.g.,
Figure 2. On the other hand, we limit the ability to express all possi-
ble specifications that can be expressed in first order logic. While we
allow the specification to reference two different scopes, the same
cannot be done directly for two different principals. To do so we
would need to modify the semantics in Figure 7, to change the scope
of the existential quantifier that bounds the 𝑉𝑝 variable. However,
we plan to continue exploring the merits of different expressivity
and also tooling to help users visualize both the specification and
verification findings.
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Figure 9: Single Dimension Performance Evaluation

Increasing scalability. We would like to investigate the perfor-
mance of Ambit on larger instances and investigate performance im-
provements. For example, performing incremental verification [21]
and partial evaluation [11].

Resolving existing misconfigurations. Ambit can also be of utility
in a scenario where an erroneous configuration is already present in
the system. To detect an already unsafe RBAC instance (i.e. make it
comply with a specification) it needs to be iteratively reconstructed,
running Ambit throughout the process. Whenever a violation is
detected, a model will be returned, hinting at what the violation is
caused by. This is a secondary use case for which no benchmarks
were run, however it is expected that this is a demanding task. Still,
this is likely a one-time cost, and the process can be done off-line.

Support for ABAC constraints. At the time of writing, Azure AD
is currently in the process of supporting additional expressivity
such as ABAC constraints among other features. We would like to
include these features when they become available to the public.

Other Use Cases. We believe our approach can be used for other
use cases. For example, an auxiliary use case for Ambit is the ability
to keep the role assignments in an RBAC system non-redundant i.e.,
given a set of role assignments Π1 and Π2, then Π1 is redundant iff:
JΠ1K ∧ JΠ2K⇔ JΠ2K.

7 CONCLUSION
We have presentedAmbit, a verifier for Azure AD based access con-
trol. Given a specification that defines security boundaries, Ambit
can mathematically verify if an event on an RBAC state will be safe
or unsafe. Through our evaluation of 1000 generated verification

problems, Ambit was able to verify all the problems accurately in
a geometric mean time of 1.29 seconds.

While access control verification has been applied to various
access policy languages and services, to the best of our knowledge
we are the first to propose this form of verification, as well as a
verification tool for Azure RBAC.
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